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GEOSPAN Announces US 11,200,353 B2 Patent and 
New Generation GeoPixel™ and GeoID™ Technology 
Maple Grove, MN, November 18, 2022 /Company issued release/ -- Today, GEOSPAN Corporation, a 
pioneer in the geospatial industry, announced its US Patent 11,200,353 B2, a new generation cloud-based 
3D modeling system that implements GeoPixel™ functionality for the creation, editing, and perpetual 
management of existing man-made structures in a shared geographic information system.  
  
In 1997, GEOSPAN introduced GeoVista® technology - its first geospatial patent defined how to capture 
the camera location and orientation of oblique images from a moving platform for direct image 
measurements. GeoPixel is the latest innovation to our technology ecosystem, it creates the 3D 
parametric data defining buildings so that you can measure anything on the building from pixel to pixel 
without a tape measure. Coming soon, the technology will be available in mobile phone apps having LiDAR 
or a 3D camera. Customers will use the technology to create highly accurate measurements and digital 
twins in real-time.  
 
To support the management of a national building repository, the system originates universal GeoID 
Geographic Identifiers and registers user defined “meta” keys to perpetually exchange internal and 
external attribute data as changes are made for the Community of users. By example, the GeoID allows 
an insurance company to access a 3D building, using their unique key such as the insurance policy number 
for the building.  It also allows the insurance company to be notified of changes made to the building as 
new imagery becomes available or members of the Community update the building in the normal course 
of their work.  
 
The new GEOSPAN technology provides efficient management of accurate 3D building measurement 
information shared with the Community of users. It will eliminate tremendous duplication of effort across 
multiple industries that need accurate building dimensions daily for tax valuation, insurance replacement 
costs, mortgage appraisals, and contractor materials replacement.  
 
Remote4D™ is the first product to utilize the innovative technology. The video link below shows how 
interactive 3D roof models can help contractors streamline workflows, prepare pricing proposals, 
generate sales, and display alternative roof options directly in our vast image library of both urban and 
rural areas of the country as a Vexcel Data Partner. 
 
Watch for our next video showing how our digital twins will help secure K-12 Schools for our children. 
 
Contractor Testimonial Video Link: https://vimeo.com/745530645/64e7eb2d69 
For more information, contact: support@geospan.com 
Visit: www.GEOSPAN.com 
Call: 1-800-GEOSPAN 
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